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Logo Rationale
The wavy feel of the logo articulates a strong sense of 
movement forward. The fresh blue stylised 40, which 
looks like tides, complements well with the sOs logo. 
each purple ‘wave’ represents a decade of transformation 
as well as the riding of waves. The contemporary look 
points to new changes that will drive sOs forward.

Going Beyond; Going Forward 
The tagline for sOs 40th anniversary is going Beyond; 
going Forward.  sOs is where we are today because for 
the last 40 years, we have constantly gone beyond our 
call of duty; and have gone forward to break new grounds. 
The two key words, ‘Beyond’ and ‘Forward’, give a sense 
of hope, confidence and vision.

SOS Turns 40 
Going Beyond; Going Forward
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The date - 30 October 1971 marked a significant milestone in 
the lives of seafarers in Singapore and abroad. On this special 
day, the Singapore Organisation of Seamen was birthed.

No one would have thought that this humble union, representing ratings, would one day hit the membership mark of 
20,000 no one would have guessed that this union would grow to establish its own co-operative which today employs close 
to 1,000 employees, with a group revenue of some $26 million.

in 2011, sOs looks back and celebrates with confidence its 40th birthday.

To commemorate this memorable year, the union commissioned a special logo to be designed. The outcome – a stylish 
creation that weaves the 40th anniversary message to the existing sOs logo.

To our all members, tripartite partners, a big thank you for 
journeying with us these 40 years. The last 40 years were good; the 
next 40 years are going to be better. 



Veteran Unionist 
           Mr Leow Ching Chuan

Receives Unite Leadership Tribute

SOS Executive Advisor Mr Leow Ching Chuan was one of 12 veteran unionists to 
receive the inaugural Unite Leadership Tribute on 28 October 2010.

Held at The Legends in Fort Canning Park, the unite Leadership summit honoured former union leaders for contributions 
made to leadership renewal in the unions they had served in and who were exemplary in planning the renewal.

The strength of the Labour movement undoubtedly lies in its union leaders who are committed in their service and 
selfless in their actions. To ensure a steady “flow in” of new, dedicated and capable leaders, leadership succession planning is 
imperative for a smooth and seamless transition.

as such, NTuC secretary-general mr Lim swee say paid fitting tributes to these leaders for their dedicated service as well 
as their willingness to ‘flow on’ – relinquishing their posts in order to allow new and upcoming leaders to shine.
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THe 
eNTrePreNeur

Nicknamed “The 
entrepreneur”, mr Leow 
Ching Chuan started off as an 
industrial relations Officer 
before becoming executive 
secretary in 1976. assuming the role of general secretary 
in 1982, he was instrumental in the setting up of seacare  
Co-operative in 1994, when he noticed many members 
of sOs losing their jobs to foreign seafarers. The  
Co-operative’s mission then was to help and benefit 
singapore seamen and their families through increased 
work opportunities and astute investment projects.

among the many accomplishments spanning his 
illustrious career, mr Leow was appointed by minister 
for Community development, Youth and sports dr Vivian 
Balakrishnan, as a member of the Central Cooperative 
Fund (CCF) Committee for a period of three years with 
effect from 1 march 2006. He is currently serving his 
second term (2009 to 2012) in the CCF and was re-
elected as eXCO member in the singapore National  
Co-operative Federation (sNCF) for 2008 to 2011.

under his leadership, seacare Co-operative has 
grown to 25 subsidiaries from an initial six subsidiaries, 
with eight associated companies boasting staff strength 
of 1,000 employees; while sOs membership has grown 
from a few hundred in 1974 to nearly 20,000 today. mr 
Leow has since “flowed on” to assume the role of sOs’ 
executive advisor.

Mr Leow with fellow 

award recipient ex General 

Secretary for Singapore Shell 

Employees’ Union, Mr Thomas 

Thomas

“Brother Ching Chuan wants SOS, 
and Seacare Co-operative to be even 
more successful, not only for the 
next five to next ten years but for the 
next 20 or 50 years. So as a result, he 
decided at the age of 58 to flow on, 
and hand over the leadership to the 
younger team… Thank you Brother 
Ching Chuan!” 

commended mr Lim swee say on mr Leow’s 
willingness to ‘flow on’.
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LeadersHiP suCCessiON - ViTaL 
iN aNY OrgaNisaTiON

Far from fading into inactivity, mr Lim stressed that leaders 
stepping aside will continue to play important roles, as illustrated 
in a three “F” approach: “flow in” young potential leaders, “flow 
up” promising individuals to take on greater responsibilities, and 
“flow on” veteran unionists to advisory roles as they make way 
for younger leaders.

‘Flow in’ and ‘flow up’ is evident in the leadership profiles 
of unions where more than one-third of the 3,762 branch union 
leaders and one quarter of the 869 executive committee leaders 
elected since 2007 were newbies. in addition, 49 out of the 180 
leaders holding the top three positions – president, general 
secretary and treasurer – in all 60 unions were rookies.

in a bid to formalise its leadership renewal process, NTuC 
plans to set an age limit for top union leaders in 2011, making 
it compulsory for them to step down once they have reached 
62. Turning 62 in august 2011, NTuC President mr John de Payva 
exemplified this by announcing at the summit that he would be 
stepping down. an acting secretary-general will be appointed to 
understudy and eventually succeed him.

a high-level council will also be set up to coordinate 
leadership renewal efforts at the top levels of NTuC and among 
its 60 affiliated trade unions.

such moves, will cultivate the adoption of a “renewal 
framework” which will map out practices to groom younger 
leaders.

The labour movement constitution will also be changed to 
include an age-limit clause on a union leader’s tenure following 
which, the labour movement looks to set the age limit of 62 years 
for its 21-member Central Committee at the National delegates 
Conference (NdC) in November next year.

“we’re not correcting a failure, but building on our success 
and institutionalising our best practices for the future because 
leadership renewal is a critical factor for the long-term survival 
and growth of the labour movement.”

The hope, mr Lim said, is that most of the unions will 
have either amended their constitutions or adopted special 
resolutions to implement the leadership renewal framework at 
the November conference.

He emphasised that there will be no pressure on the unions 
to follow the example of NTuC’s central committee.

Mr John De Payva announces his decision to ‘flow on’
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Broadening Perspectives
At NTUC Industrial Relations  

     Sector Seminar

The Labour movement issued an urgent rally call with 
NTuC President mr John de Payva reasoning that the fate 
of the Labour movement was at stake as rising numbers of 
Professionals, managers, executives and Technical workers 
(PmeTs) have replaced traditionally defined rank and file 
workers.

Painting a serious picture, mr de Payva cautioned that if 
the Labour movement fails to reach out to PmeTs, it was only 
a matter of time before it becomes obsolete.

several hundred representatives from NTuC affiliated 
unions, the ministry of manpower (mOm) and singapore 
National employers Federation (sNeF) gathered from 15 
to 17 October 2010 at Ho Chi minh City to participate in 
presentations and workshops such as ‘exploring the $40 million 
inclusive growth Programme (igP)’; ‘re-employment of Older 
employees’; ‘Professionals, managers and executives (Pme) 
Tripartite mediation Framework’; ‘inclusive membership’ and 
‘a Healthy Leadership Pipeline’.

sOs was represented by President mr mohamed idris 
B mohamed ibrahim, executive secretary mr daniel Tan, 
assistant secretary mr see Boon Kwang, assistant Treasurer 
mr david sim, and exco member mr raja md said r md shafik 
at the four day seminar.

delivering a comprehensive overview, NTuC secretary-
general mr Lim swee say referred to the igP being based 
on a win-win model which encourages wage increases for 

low wage workers while approving the igP project. igP’s 
objective is lift workers’ skills, pay, and lives across all 12 
sectors identified by the National Productivity and Continuing 
education Council (NPCeC). This way, both companies and 
low wage workers benefit. The higher the wage increase, the 
better for all. ”if there is no wage increase for the low wage 
workers, we will not approve the igP project, as simple as 
that,” said sg Lim.

when questioned about PmeTs who are non union 
members, sg Lim had this to say:”Our position is very simple. 
if there is no union, there is no tripartism. without tripartism, 
that mechanism is not applicable. However, a PmeT who is 
not a union member can continue to seek help through 
mOm under the existing bipartite mechanism without the 
involvement of the union.”

referring to nebO, the NTuC community for the 
young launched in July 2007 as a positive example, sg Lim 
highlighted the importance of catching members when they 
are young - elaborating on the all CaN (all Collars, ages and 
Nationalities) and 3-geN (3 generations) strategies. 

sOs President mr mohamed idris B mohamed ibrahim 
saw this as an ambitious but realistic target, “it’s extremely 
important to broaden our definitions of members by 
responding to the sign of the times in order to remain relevant 
as a Labour movement. so angling our approach as a multi-
pronged and all inclusive movement is definitely the way  
to go.”  



Strokes of Good Golf 
and Better Relationship

S
ome 30 golfers consisting of sOs guests from shipping companies, directors of seacare group of Companies, sOs management 
and ir staff, took time off from their busy schedules, for an uninterrupted time of good golf in Chiang mai on 22-24 October 
2010. 

The three-day programme, which also included ample time for social interaction, featured as its main event, two rounds of golf 
games spread over two days – the first being held in alpine golf resort and the latter at Chiang mai Highland golf & spa resort (voted 
No 1 golf course in Thailand and Top 10 in Asia).

They teed off; they made their stroke; they bonded 

through a game of golf… in Thailand. 
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All golfers know this – that the 
game of golf offers opportunities 

for networking, exchange of 
ideas, sharing of latest industry 

developments and building of 
relationships, in a relaxed setting. It 
was precisely with this in mind that 

SOS organised the IR Networking Golf 
2010 for the shipping community. 

during his opening address at the welcoming dinner, sOs 
general secretary, mr Kam soon Huat thanked all the representatives 
of shipping companies for their participation and urged for their 
continual support toward better industrial relations.   

True to its objective, the sOs ir Networking golf 2010 saw the 
deepening of relationships and perhaps the catalyst for fresh input 
of ideas. Congratulations to the challenge trophy winners who also 
walked away with shopping vouchers. all in all, a good game with 
good friends under a good setting. 
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T he 6th international Committee On seafarers’ welfare 
(iCsw) – sea rwC kicked off on 18 October 2010 at siriacha, 
Thailand. On behalf of iCsw Chairman, sOs President mr 

mohamed idris B mohamed ibrahim, welcomed everyone and 
delivered a brief review of the programme.

an international charity dedicated to the relief of need, 
hardship or distress amongst seafarers of all nationalities, 
irrespective of gender, races, colour and creeds, the iCsw is a 
voluntary organisation established for the purpose of bringing 
together appropriate interests in the field of seafarers’ welfare. 
Thus, iCsw provides a forum for information exchange; as well 
as the coordination of projects on the care of seafarers.

an international umbrella organisation dedicated to 
the practical implementation of the international Labour 
Organisation (iLO) instruments on seafarers welfare Convention 

163 & recommendation 173 and the marine Labour Convention 
(mLC) 2006, iCsw conducted its first international seminar in 
singapore in 2007, before convening subsequent meetings 
in Taipei (2008), Jakarta and Bangkok (2009), and manila and 
sriracha in 2010.

addressing and thanking ViPs, members and speakers, 
iCsw Vice Chairman ms apinya Tajit fittingly underscored: 
“even though there are different faces from different countries, 
everyone in this meeting room has the same vision and mission 
of seafarers’ welfare Convention 163, recommendation 173 and 
mLC 2006.”

at the meeting, citing the world community’s effort in 
collecting signatures for an anti Piracy Petition to imO, mr roy 
Paul, assistant administrative Officer of iTF seafarers’ Trust, 
highlighted the “struggle” phase that is being faced by the iCsw 
- sea rwC. 

“we are iN a CONdiTiON TO ‘sTruggLe’ 
BeCause we are CONFideNT iN 
aCHieViNg Our gOaLs. wiTHOuT THis 
NeCessarY ‘sTruggLe’, THere wOuLd 
Be mOre seaFarers BeiNg LeFT aLONe. 
LeT us THeN COmmiT OurseLVes 
TO aCCOmPaNYiNg THem, aNd 
sTruggLiNg FOr THem TO THe suCCess 
OF THe iCsw - sea rwC PrOgramme.”
– mr roy Paul

Following the petition, which saw over a million signatures,  
iCsw, iCma, and many industry bodies met in London to start 
“maritime Piracy - a Humanitarian response”.

On the programme, iCsw executive director mr roger 
Harris commented: “The main impact of the ICSW - 
RWC programme is empowerment of port-based 
welfare services and facilities. In order to achieve 
these goals, ICSW - SEA RWC must have the right 
key partners.”

meeting delegates also had a chance to visit the Twin 
Towers of Thailand on the third and final day of the seminar. 
greeted by Laem Chabang Port authority director of Port 
Operations mr Thongchai Thammapredee, the visitors were 
escorted to the tower and oriented to a tour around the port 
by Chief of the Public relations section mr Chunrapat sripaplun.

Struggle On 
6th ICSW – SEA RWC



“It was a good refresher course as we have not 
sailed for a few years.” 

– mr abdul majid B abdul Khalid

“It serves as a good preparation course before 
we return to sailing.” 

– mr mohamad B ariffin

“The course has provided us with the knowledge 
of new regulations, new systems, etc.” 

– mr mohammad adam B abdullah

“It would be good to add some practical courses 
as it may be easier for us to refresh what we 
already know if we did it hands-on.”

– mr sallehoddin B mohd Tahir
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SMTS Celebrates  
Course completion In Ipoh and  

convocation in Nantong

I
n the last issue of samudra (issue 3 October 2010), the 
seacare maritime Training scheme (smTs) had just 
launched its 5th seacare Quality rating Training (sQrT) 

in Nantong, China on 11 October 2010 and the seacare 
Technical skill enhancement Training Programme in ipoh 
on 19 October 2010.

Fast forward a month later, their respective course 
completion and graduation on 27 October  and 5 November 
2010 saw 14 ratings from ipoh, malaysia and 45 from 
Nantong, China join the 140 ratings who have benefitted 
from previous training installments conducted under the 
smTs.

sOs and seacare would like to congratulate all ratings 
for having successfully completed their courses. read on, 
as samudra takes a look at what some of them had to say 
about their experiences during the programmes.

seacare Technical skill 
enhancement Training 
Programme in ipoh, malaysia

in a bid to enhance the skills of Neptune shipmanagement’s 
ratings and help them perform their support functions better, 
the seacare Technical skill enhancement Training Programme 
was jointly organised by sOs, under the smTs and Neptune 
shipmanagement services Pte Ltd. 

Held from 19 to 27 October 2010 at the ungku Omar 
Polytechnic in ipoh, malaysia, trainees were taught an 
interesting array of subjects ranging from shipboard safety 
topics like Hazardous material Handling – dangerous goods, 
Chemicals and Paints; and Fire Fighting and Fire Prevention, 
to practical seafaring 101s like steering, Bridge watchkeeping, 
Bunker Operations and mooring Operations.

The course was catered specifically for ratings serving 
on container vessels. some trainees had worked ashore for 
a few years, but all 14 of them have had relevant seafaring 
experience. Here are some sound bites:
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Over in Nantong, China, the month-long sQrT which ended 
on 5 November focused on imparting maritime Technical 
skills to trainees with particular emphasis on the learning 
of the english language. The 45 graduates were joined by 
honoured guests: Chairman of singapore maritime employers 
Federation and director & general manager of Herning 
shipping asia Pte Ltd Capt Francis Joseph, director of Hong 
Lam marine Pte Ltd mr Choo eng Hua, general manager of 
maersk ship management (wuhan) Co. Ltd mr aaron ruan 
Xiao dong, managing director of singhai marine services mr 

Terence Zhao wei, and sOs general secretary mr Kam soon 
Huat.

it also included hands-on topics on personal grooming, 
personal hygiene in preventing the spread of disease, correct 
ways of handling food preparation, useful body language to 
express discomfort, fire fighting and emergency response 
drills, as well as military training to instill and cultivate 
necessary discipline.

Here are some comments from the guests, trainers and the graduates:

5th seacare Quality rating Training (sQrT) in Nantong, China

“Overall, the trainees displayed positive attitudes towards the learning of English but they will need more 
practice to brush up on their communication skills. The four-week course has markedly improved their 
command of English, and the trainees are more motivated to stay relevant to the global trend so as to meet 
expectations of international ship owners. They are also well-equipped with relevant knowledge and are 
more confident of joining foreign flagged vessels.” 
- Capt wu wen, singhai marine services, Training manager 

“In terms of English, I believe they have built the foundation to continue learning. The majority of the 
trainees were already skillful and experienced seafarers. This course helped to provide them with further 
insights into international seafaring life. In the week I spent with them, I could see their enthusiasm 
towards learning and trust that they would have no trouble adapting well to seafaring life. They are a very 
industrious lot and have made tremendous progress.”
- mr Li Zhang de, Nantong shipping College, instructor

By improving their command of English, they are more confident when communicating with crew of other 
nationalities and will be able to perform their duties more effectively.
- Capt Francis Joseph, Chairman of singapore maritime employers Federation/ director & general manager of Herning 
shipping asia Pte Ltd

In future, I hope to see more trainings conducted in order to maintain the competitiveness of both shipping 
companies and seafarers.
- mr Choo eng Hua, director of Hong Lam marine Pte Ltd
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“The food preparation and handling module 
was most relevant to my profession. It 
increased my vocabulary of foods and taught 
me correct food handling techniques. Now I 
can create more interesting menus in English.”

– mr guo Jin Liang, Cook

“The interactive learning had injected much 
fun into the lessons. We are encouraged not to 
just absorb information but also to express our 
thoughts. We are glad to be able to exchange 
experiences and opinions with each other.” 

- mr Lin Zong Yong, Bosun

“My English has improved significantly and I 
am now more confident to communicate with 
crews from other countries. The pronunciation 
and interview unit were especially useful.” 

– mr wang wen Yong, able Body
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T
he Young NTuC workplan seminar 2010 turned out to be 
an incredibly eventful four days as the seminar touched on 
several pertinent issues facing young union leaders today. 

Challenges such as leadership renewal, youth engagement 
and the planning of national initiatives were discussed, while 
participants also had the chance to visit a school as part of a 
community project.

sOs welfare executive ms Clarissa Lim and industrial 
relations executive mr Tan Kok Heng participated together with 
69 others representing various unions, youth chapters and Team 
Young NTuC affinity groups (TYN). 

shortly after arriving on 19 November, participants met 
with NTuC assistant secretary-general and Young NTuC advisor, 
mrs Josephine Teo over tea for an overview of the workplan 
seminar and the scope of contributions of young leaders. 

This was followed by a fruitful exchange with the Vietnam 
general Confederation of Labour (VgCL) office on the unique 
functions of trade unions. There, participants were welcomed 
with local snacks, folk songs, traditional dances and games by 
VgCL Youth representatives. Both parties exchanged mementos 
and red silk which had everyone’s autographs on it.

day two saw the young leaders visit Bodhi Tree Pagoda 
school for a community project where they read books, played 
games and distributed donation items such as books, toys, 

stationery, drinks and food items to the 100 orphans aged four 
days old to 16 years old living within the school grounds. 

Young NTuC Chairperson, mr Benjamin Tang who addressed 
the participants on the final day recapped objectives from the 
first day’s session with mrs Josephine Teo; while Young NTuC 
executive secretary, mr steve Tan led a reflection of achievements 
in 2010 and the workplan for 2011 before breaking participants 
into groups to discuss youths’ involvement in membership 
growth and youth activism.

Youthful 
Enthusiasm 

at its BEst
YOuNg NTuC 

wOrKPLaN 
semiNar 2010
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itf appoints asia 
pacific Youth REp

SOS and Seacare would like to 
extend their heartiest congratulations 
to Ms Sharon Li on her appointment.

sOs manager, ms sharon Li was recently appointed by the international 
Transport workers’ Federation (iTF) in November 2010 to be asia Pacific’s 
regional representative in the iTF Young Transport workers Committee. 

The scope of ms Li’s duties will include participating and contributing in all 
meetings; encouraging the vibrant participation of more young people in union 
and iTF’s work; and promoting the labour movement with specific foci on climate 
change, precarious work, strengthening the iTF’s young workers’ network, and 
organising and campaigning for the work of young activists to be relevant to 
young workers in the workplace.

when asked about the sort of impact she aspired to create in sOs, iTF, and 
the Young Labour movement, ms Li replied without missing a beat: “in voicing 
out local and regional concerns and developments, i hope to initiate the youth 
movement locally through meaningful interactions and exchanges with iTF 
representatives from all over the world.”



Seacare Sailors’ Home at
Sunshine Garden Condominium in Manila. 
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The seacare sailors’ Home scheme offers 
the modern comforts of home away from home 
by providing accommodation and services 
which cater to the welfare and benefit of 
seafarers.  

whether one enters the seacare sailors’ 
Home for sOs members in manila, the seacare 
drop-in Centre for international seafarers 
at Pasir Panjang Terminal or the upcoming 
seacare Hotel for shipping Companies in Chin 
swee road, secured with warm reception and 
a sense of familiarity, one can rest assure that 
amenities and services are well within reach. 

manager of the scheme, mr david shoo 
explains the scheme in further detail.

Bringing 
Convenience to You

Seacare Sailors’ Home Scheme

Its components are 
thoughtfully planned 
with SOS members, 
international seafarers 
and the shipping 
community in mind 
– bringing comfort 
and convenience to a 
whole new level. 



Seacare Drop-In Centre for International Seafarers

Seacare Sailors’ Home at
Sunshine Garden Condominium in Manila. 
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Seacare Sailors’ Home for SOS Members 
sOs members enjoy subsidised accommodation in seacare 

sailors’ Home located at sunshine garden Condominium in 
manila. 

whether our seafaring members are waiting to sign on 
ships or planning to stop in manila after signing off; getting their 
documentations done; obtaining their assignments; undergoing 
medical checkups or performing errands, the condominium offers 
comfortable, temporary accommodation at affordable rates.

Seacare Drop-In Centre for International Seafarers 
The seacare sailors’ Home scheme also offers beneficial, 

value add service to international seafarers. when international 
seafarers are working onboard ships that call at singapore, they 
can make use of the facilities at the seacare drop-in Centre for 
international seafarers at no cost. 

Located at the Pasir Panjang Terminal Centre Building in 
singapore, the drop-in Centre hosts facilities and services such 
as high-speed internet access and games, telephone booths and 
reading materials as well as light refreshments.

Seacare Hotel for Shipping Companies
Lastly, the seacare sailors’ Home scheme looks to provide 

qualified shipping companies with transit accommodation for 
their seafarers in singapore when the seacare Hotel swings into 
operation.

with construction already well underway, the 
16-storey, 103-room hotel seeks to offer 3 - 3.5 star rating 
comfort complete with well furnished guest rooms, an 
outdoor dining area, a fitness centre and café. 

For shipping companies and their crew, seacare 
Hotel will offer comfortable lodgings, while providing 
guests with convenient access to facilities, services, 
and amenities.

Seacare Sailors’ Home Scheme

With the Seacare 
Sailors’ Home Scheme, 
whether you are in the 
Philippines or Singapore, 
convenience is only a 
stone’s throw away! 

Seacare Hotel
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P
arkroyal Hotel was transformed into a celebration 

of good triumphing over evil as SOS set about 

illuminating hearts through the spread of goodwill 

and friendly camaraderie.

178 members and staff gathered in merriment to celebrate 

the Festival of Lights, on the evening of 12 November 2010. 

Several Indian members came dressed in traditional 

costumes; while pre-event activities such as henna and crystal 

tattoos; a dinner buffet with popular Indian dishes such as Naan 

and Dhall plus traditional sweets and snacks such as muruku and 

kacang puteh added colour and vibrancy to the festive atmosphere.

SOS General-Secretary Mr Kam Soon Huat, and SOS President 

Mr Mohamed Idris Bin Mohamed Ibrahim presided over the Diwali 

light-up, while performances from a dance group, a multilingual 

songstress, Michael Jackson impersonator and Kyle Ravin’s exciting 

“Magic and Illusion Show” upped the entertainment factor.

These and more with 

attractive lucky draw prizes and 

5-piece glassware door gifts with 

Indian food products made the 

celebration a thoroughly enjoyable 

evening for all.

A Triumphant 
Festival of Lights

SOS Deepavali Celebration 2010
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A Triumphant 
Festival of Lights

Nature’s Best
  For Community Home Residents

Thirty four participants assembled at the asian women’s welfare 
association (awwa) Community Home for senior Citizens in ang 
mo Kio on 1 december 2010 for what promised to be a refreshing 

day of fun and learning with nature.

under the watchful care of two sOs staff, two awwa staff and 
two welfare Committee members, the excursion kicked off at agrotech 
Park Lane in Lim Chu Kang for a farm tour at Hay dairies goat Farm. 
Before setting off to observe how goats were milked, the tour was 
preceded by a 20-minute introduction by a farm worker.

Next up was a farm visit to gardenasia Pte Ltd at Neo Tiew 
Crescent where residents took a short tour of the nursery before the 
one-hour Terrarium* workshop began.

with the help of an instructor, residents tried their hands at 
creating their own little ‘garden-in-a-glass’ and had lots of fun learning 
and designing their very own personalised terrariums.

Thereafter, residents were treated to a Japanese set lunch 
(complete with miso soup, Japanese salad and Teriyaki Chicken 
with rice) served at Petals & Leaves Bistro within gardenasia before 
returning home with self-made terrariums, souvenir bookmarks, and 
bottles of fresh goats’ milk in tow.

*a terrarium is a container designed to hold small plants in controlled conditions.



One was previously working in IT internal 
support, while the other had just arrived from 
the private sector. Their experiences couldn’t 
have been more diverse, but one thing was 
for sure… SOS had caught their eye. Samudra 
finds out how as we speak to SOS Executive, 
Mr Colin Chia and SOS Industrial Relations 
Executive, Mr Tan Kok Heng.
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Samudra: Welcome and congratulations on your 
appointments! Why SOS?

Colin: SOS caught my eye as I had some experience on seafaring 

life (I was in the Navy during my NS days) and thought this was 

the best time to put my new found communication skills to 

good use for the betterment of sailors as I had graduated with 

a Mass Communications degree. 

Kok Heng: I was looking for a job which suited my abilities; 

found SOS to be the perfect fit and joined them on 10 August 

2010. 

Samudra: How are your duties different from your last line 
of work?

Colin: Previously, performing Internal Support in an IT job 

had me working extensively with computers. Now, I attend 

to people; handle the iSPF system and related enquiries from 

both shipping companies and members. Occasionally, I get the 

chance to prepare overseas training courses for seafarers and 

recently had the opportunity to do some small write-ups and 

video-edits for the SOS website.

Kok Heng: The shift in 

perspective is definitely 

more people centred. 

Previously from the 

private sector, I now 

work with shipping 

companies to discuss 

collective agreements for 

seamen who are ratings 

- attending to their 

feedback and assisting 

them in addressing 

concerns and grievances.

Samudra: What have you discovered since joining SOS?
 
Kok Heng: Through the events that I attended and the 

experiences gained, I have been exposed to an interesting and 

dynamic side of Union activism. There is much to do and learn. 

It takes a special calling to work in a union for the collective 

good of our tripartite partners.

Colin: SOS has taught me 

to handle a fast-paced 

environment (office-wise) 

in the midst of varying job 

requirements. You can 

be handling member’s 

enquiries one day, and 

be planning for a training 

session in the Philippines 

the next. It’s a very 

challenging and exciting 

job!  I’ve also increased my 

social skills and met many 

new people.

Samudra: How do you see yourselves fulfilling your new 
roles?
 
Colin: I hope to offer new insights, as well as inject creativity, 

enthusiasm and passion into the tasks I’ve been allocated. 

Kok Heng: I hope to assist in whatever way possible to fulfil 

and facilitate SOS’s aspirations and duty towards seafarers. 

Colin

Kok Heng

SOS Caught

Our Eye!
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Seacare Restructures
FOr grOwTH TOwards 2015

The thinkers and movers 
of the Seacare group 
of companies came 
together for five days to 
reflect on the Group’s 
performance and set 
goals and action plans 
for 2015.

The annual five day seacare summit ended on 29 
November 2010 with a new beginning – to restructure 
the seacare group to meet the goals of doubling the 

annual turnover, sustaining staff strength and strengthening 
the social role of the seacare Co-operative. Plans to become a 
significant shareholder of at least one singapore listed company 
and to focus resources on core competency especially on 
enterprises that can remain competitive are also in the pipeline. 

“we are optimistic about seacare’s future. we know our 
strengths and we have established a good network of people 
with foresight and expertise to come alongside us to grow 
seacare. This summit achieved its objectives of clarifying goals 
and setting benchmarks for us to strive towards,” said mr Leow 
Ching Chuan, seacare executive Chairman. 

at the summit, which was held in Zhangjiajie and 
Changsha, China, the directors and management staff 
concurred to restructure the group. “we took a critical look at 
the seacare group as a whole and deliberated on how it can be 
best restructured for its continued progress,” mr Leow added.

The seacare group will be restructured into five clusters 
- Property & environmental Cluster; Hr & Lifestyle Cluster; 
medical Cluster; maritime services Cluster and investment 
Cluster.

The objectives of the restructuring are five fold – to 
achieve more effective management control; focus resources; 

consolidate corporate structure & achieve better reporting; 
improve business efficiency and strengthen growth & achieve 
higher impact. 

“The key words are focus, consolidate, strengthen so that 
we can be more efficient and create a bigger impact,” mr Leow 
highlighted. 

Giving insights into pertinent issues and trends were Summit 

speakers 

Mr Ake Selander, director of seacare medical Holdings, who 
spoke on ‘seacare & The maritime market Place’; 

Mr Goh Yeow Tin, Chairman of seacare maritime medical Centre 
Ptd Ltd and seacare manpower services Pte Ltd who shared on 
NTuC Vision se 2015;

Mr Kong Mun Kwong, Chairman of seacare Holdings Pte Ltd, 
who delivered a keynote address touching on inflation, currency 
fluctuations and market shifts;

Mr Yuan Min, Chief executive Officer of seacare Okiki p-Hub Pte 
Ltd who shared on preschool education in China.



Strengthening Ties with SMEF and HKSCC

One of the highlights of the Seacare Summit 2010 was the opportunity to strengthen 
the bond between SOS/Seacare and Singapore Maritime Employers Federation which was 
represented by Capt Francis Joseph (Chairman), Mr Victor Lim Aik Tew (Vice-Chairman) 
and Mr Dennis Lim Seow Ping (Honorary Secretary) and also the Hong Kong Seafarers’ 
Coordinating Committee (HKSCC) as well as promote networking among Seacare directors 
and non-executive directors and staff.

HKSCC was represented by Capt Chung Tung Tong, Chairman, Hong Kong Seafarers’ 
Coordinating Committee & General Secretary, Merchant Navy Officers’ Guild; Mr Ting Kam 
Yuen, Head of Hong Kong ITF (FOC) Campaign Office; and Capt Ho Kai Hung, President, 
Merchant Navy Officers’ Guild.

samudra Issue 4 (23)
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M
agnum marine services Pte Ltd (mmsPL) was 
formed with the intention of being a “one-stop 
centre”; handling various logistical requirements 
for the convenience of ship owners and agencies 

for seamen to enter and depart singapore hassle-free, fuss-free, 
and smoothly. 

mmsPL’s role involves taking care of all seamen in 
singapore from their arrivals to departures – from the time they 
arrive in singapore to the time they join their vessel in singapore 
or from the time they leave the vessel until their departure for 
home or transfer to another vessel.

accommodation though, has always been a constant 
bugbear. with limited availability of hotel rooms, finding lodging 
can prove to be an uphill task for docked seafarers, especially for 
seamen arriving in singapore on short notice.

with the upcoming seacare Hotel, seamen’s, ship owners’, 
and agents’ minds can now be set at ease. 

with all the necessary arrangements for a seamless and 
fuss-free operation taken care of, ship owners and agents need 
only give a one-time instruction required for their seamen and 
leave everything else into the care of mmsPL. 

From the handling of land transport, ferry and airline 
ticketing, to hotel bookings, immigration and customs clearances 
and communicating with the master for the seamen’s departure, 
mmsPL leaves no stone unturned as no detail is considered too 
big or small for the convenience of seamen.

mmsPL also prepares seamen to join their vessels with 
full safety and winter gears, out of pocket allowances and 
other miscellaneous needs ranging from transportation to the 
owner’s or agent’s office to medical check-ups and treatment, 
and applying for marine certificates. 

details are furnished in the illustrations below.

Another Piece of the Magn um Puzzle

SHIp OWneR OR AGenT GIveS MMSpL FuLL InSTRuCTIOnS FOR

ARRIvInG SeAMen

MMSpL TAKeS CARe OF:

• Immigration and customs clearances at the airport or ferry 
point

• Hotel bookings and arrangement of meals

• Transport arrangements to ship owners’ or agents’ offices

• Out of Pocket expenses and allowances

• Preparing seamen with proper safety and winter gears

• Contacting the Master for any special instructions

• Transport arrangements to join the vessel

• Arrangements to transport seamen to the airport to join 
up with vessels in other countries. Air tickets may also be 
procured upon request.

• Invoicing- where ship owners or agents will receive a single, 
consolidated invoice for all expenses incurred. 

DepARTInG SeAMen

MMSpL TAKeS CARe OF:

• Immigration and customs clearances at the seaport

• Hotel bookings and arrangement of meals

• Transport arrangements to ship owners’ or agents’ 
offices

• Out of Pocket expenses and allowances 

• Air or ferry tickets to transport seamen back to their 
place of domicile.

• Invoicing - where ship owners or agents will receive 
a single, consolidated invoice for all expenses 
incurred.
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456 ALexAnDRA ROAD

#02-03 nOL BuILDInG

SInGApORe 119962

TeL: (65) 6371 4634

FAx: (65) 6273 2977

eMAIL: MAGnuMMS@SInGneT.COM.SG

OR DIAL OuR neW MOBILe HOTLIne AT (65) 9663 5159

Another Piece of the Magn um Puzzle

BOARDS 
veSSeL In pORT 
OR AT AnCHORAGe 
OR AT OpL ARRIveS In 

SInGApORe 
OR pICK up 
FROM HOMe In 
SInGApORe

✔ IMMIGRATIOn AnD CuSTOMS CLeARAnCe

✔ TRAnSpORT TO HOTeL

✔ MeDICAL CHeCK up AnD CeRTIFICATIOn

✔ MARIne CeRTIFICATIOn

✔ SuppLY SAFeTY AnD peRSOnAL SHIp WeAR

✔ peRSOnALISeD TRAnSpORT In SInGApORe/MALAYSIA

✔ AIRLIne TICKeTInG

IF YOu ARe LOOKInG FOR A One-STOp SeRvICe, COMe TO MAGnuM MARIne SeRvICeS pTe LTD.
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Samudra: Tell us about the Seacare companies you 
represent.

Daniel: i was appointed as a director for seacare 
Foundation Pte Ltd. while seacare Holdings Private 
Limited was formed as a wholly-owned subsidiary to 
provide a convenient umbrella for our commercial 
activities, seacare Foundation handles activities which 
attend more to the obligations of sOs, and to its 
seafarers than merely to commercial dealings. 

seacare Foundation is seacare Co-operative Ltd’s other 
commercial arm. it was instituted as a second holding 
corporation in November 1999. we provide management 
and marketing services to subsidiaries which fall under 
the seacare Foundation umbrella.

peter: i became director of seacare medical Holdings Pte 
Ltd (smH). smH was incorporated in may 2007. we have 
two subsidiary companies under smH: seacare maritime 
medical Centre Pte Ltd and seacare shanghai investment 
services Co. Ltd.

Abdul Rahim: seacare enviaronmental Pte Ltd provides 
cleaning services to food courts, cookhouses, childcare 
and eldercare centres as well as commercial buildings 
and campuses. One of its core objectives is to create 
greater employment opportunities by securing more 
cleaning contracts. we have been active since april 1995.  

Seacare Ventures Onwards  and Upwards
wiTH New direCTOrsHiP 
aPPOiNTmeNTs  
Seacare is aspiring to even greater heights and hopes to inject new perspectives and 
bridge new frontiers with the appointment of three individuals – Mr Peter Boo, Mr 
Daniel Tan and Mr Abdul Rahim B Mohamed in new directorship roles (effective 15 
October 2010).

samudra gets upclose and personal with the directors in an all-exclusive interview.
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“we wOuLd LiKe TO THaNK sOs eXeCuTiVe adVisOr, mr 
LeOw CHiNg CHuaN, aNd THe seNiOr maNagemeNT 
OF seaCare HOLdiNgs aNd seaCare FOuNdaTiON 
FOr eNTrusTiNg us wiTH THese New rOLes. we are 
COmmiTTed TO wOrKiNg Hard TO serVe Our memBers 
aNd seameN THrOugH THe deLiVerY OF POsiTiVe 
deaLiNgs iN Our resPeCTiVe COmPaNies.”
mr abdul rahim B mohamed

Samudra: What roles do you play as directors of your respective 
companies?

Abdul Rahim: i hope to contribute to the progression and expansion 
of the company by giving better value to our clients in order to extend 
current contracts and secure new cleaning contracts. and in doing so, 
create more employment opportunities. There’s much to learn and i’m 
still in the process of familiarising myself with the finer points of seacare 
environmental Pte Ltd. 

Daniel: my role is to ensure that an effective self-regulatory and 
monitoring mechanism exists and is practiced. But i also hope to add 
value by contributing good ideas and exchanging views to build a 
stronger and more vibrant organisation. This will allow us to explore 
new areas of business and create greater opportunities for all.

peter: my role as a director would be to look to the health and 
expansion of smH and its subsidiaries by surveying how else we may 

promote seacare maritime medical Centre Pte Ltd’s 
presence in the region as a reputed healthcare 
provider. in the capacity of seacare shanghai 
investment services co. Ltd, through engaging in 
sound and astute investments, we may indirectly 
plough back profits to sOs for the welfare of seamen.

Seacare Ventures Onwards  and Upwards
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Proactive Learning 
       – a Lifelong Pursuit

employability skills (es) - 

Learning & Personal development 

(Operations) Course

Helping workers to stay relevant 
and employable in an ever-changing 
economy, Seacare Manpower Services 
Pte Ltd collaborated with NTUC 
Learning Hub to offer a successful 
run of the Employability Skills (ES) 
course on Learning and Personal 
Development (Operations).
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Proactive Learning 
       – a Lifelong Pursuit

employability skills (es) - 

Learning & Personal development 

(Operations) Course

The effort is part of the singapore employability skills  systems  (ess)  which prepares  people  for  careers  by  offering training in 
essential skills needed at the workplace. 

Held over two eight hour sessions on the weekend of 13 and 14 November 2010, the course aimed to empower participants to take 
personal responsibility for professional growth through lifelong learning opportunities; apply the knowledge and skills they learn to their 
workplaces; recognise the relevance of one’s work and employability in a global context; and adapt to change.

Conducted by NTuC Learning Hub, the course had three classes of 47 participants in total turn up at the employment & employability 
institute (e2i) on redhill road. 
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To ensure optimum instructor-participant interaction, classes were kept to 
15 to 17 participants each.

NTUC Learning Hub trainers, Mr Derek Khoo, Mr Robert Tan and Mr Ken 
Wong enthused participants through active interactions and discussions with the 
aid of group exercises and role-plays.

The trainers went through the paces of identifying appropriate resources for 
various uses and references; training and development needs; setting learning 
goals suited to individual learning styles; implications of global competitiveness 
on one’s job; adapting to changing job conditions and expectations; approaches 
to working within a diverse workforce and identifying change and useful 
methods to respond to change.

Participants also demonstrated how they applied and transferred skill 
sets from one job situation to another; helping others learn; recognising 
the relevance of their work and employability in a global context, as well as 
accessing and interpreting information derived from the news media.

Enlightened and equipped with new found wisdom, participants each 
received a Statement of Attainment (SOA) from the Workplace Development 
Agency (WDA) to acknowledge their successful completion of the course. 



Visit www.ulive.sg today!



Adding quality to customised solutions, Magnum Marine Services Pte Ltd provides the 24-hour land transfer services you 
need, anywhere, anytime.

Understanding crewing needs is part of our job. We cater to your transportation requirements to effectively mobilise 
seafarers from one point to another, without any hassle.

Our value added services:
•  Round the clock crew transport services.

•  Safe, reliable and comfortable ride by our trained and 
dedicated staff.

•  Personalised, high-quality and value-added services 
specially tailored to meet all your transportation needs.

•  Our teams are well-versed with port formalities and 
application for Embassy visas.

Round The Clock Land Transfer Services

No Fuss; No Hassle

Magnum Marine Services Pte Ltd

456 Alexandra Road
#02-03 NOL Building
Singapore 119962
Tel : (65) 6371 4638
Fax : (65) 6273 2977
Email : magnumms@singnet.com.sg

New mobile hotline: (65) 9663 5159


